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Abstract

Bacteria have adaptive immunity against viruses (phages) in the form of CRISPR-Cas

immune systems. Currently, 6 types of CRISPR-Cas systems are known and the molecular

study of three of these has revealed important molecular differences. It is unknown if and

how these molecular differences change the outcome of phage infection and the evolution-

ary pressure the CRISPR-Cas systems faces. To determine the importance of these molec-

ular differences, we model a phage outbreak entering a population defending exclusively

with a type I/II or a type III CRISPR-Cas system. We show that for type III CRISPR-Cas sys-

tems, rapid phage extinction is driven by the probability to acquire at least one resistance

spacer. However, for type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems, rapid phage extinction is characterized

by an a threshold-like behaviour: any acquisition probability below this threshold leads to

phage survival whereas any acquisition probability above it, results in phage extinction. We

also show that in the absence of autoimmunity, high acquisition rates evolve. However,

when CRISPR-Cas systems are prone to autoimmunity, intermediate levels of acquisition

are optimal during a phage outbreak. As we predict an optimal probability of spacer acquisi-

tion 2 factors of magnitude above the one that has been measured, we discuss the origin of

such a discrepancy. Finally, we show that in a biologically relevant parameter range, a type

III CRISPR-Cas system can outcompete a type I/II CRISPR-Cas system with a slightly

higher probability of acquisition.

Author summary

CRISPR-Cas systems are adaptive immune systems that use a complex 3-step molecular

mechanism to defend prokaryotes against phages. Viral infections of populations defend-

ing themselves with CRISPR-Cas can result in rapid phage extinction or in medium-term

phage maintenance. To investigate what controls the fate of the phage population, we use

mathematical modeling of type I/II and type III CRISPR-Cas systems, and show that two

parameters control the epidemiological short-term outcome: the type of CRISPR-Cas sys-

tems and CRISPR-Cas probability of resistance acquisition. Furthermore, the latter
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impacts host fitness. From this, we derive that 1) for both types, CRISPR-Cas acquisition

probability is a key predictor of the efficiency and of the cost of a CRISPR-Cas system, 2)

during an outbreak, there is an optimal probability of resistance acquisition balancing the

cost of autoimmunity and immune efficiency and 3) type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems are

likely to evolve higher acquisition probability than type III.

Introduction

The pressure viruses exert on their host has resulted in the evolution of various anti-viral

immune defences, usually classified as innate or adaptive immunity. Adaptive immunity refers

to systems that can acquire new specific targets of immunity during the first encounter with a

parasite and memorise this resistance. To be efficient, these systems face a control challenge:

they must lessen damage caused by the virus by limiting the spread of an infection and while

avoiding dangerous autoimmune reactions [1]. This challenge has resulted in a tight regulation

of their reactivity and any misregulation is harmful: lower reactivity results in a predisposition

to severe infections whereas higher reactivity results in a propensity for autoimmunity.

The concept of adaptive immunity originates from the study of mammalian immune sys-

tems. However, it was later discovered that many others organisms carry some forms of adap-

tive immunity in addition to their innate immunity [2]. In prokaryotes, innate immunity can

be represented by Restriction-Modification systems, which are systems that degrade any DNA

with a methylation pattern that differs from the chromosomal one [3]. In addition, prokaryotes

can also encode adaptive immunity in the form of CRISPR-Cas systems (Clustered Regularly

Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats—CRISPR ASsociated) [4]. These systems are com-

posed of two loci: a CRISPR locus, that can be seen as a heritable library of small sequences

derived from previously encountered viruses and a Cas locus that codes for all the proteins

required for the system to work [5]. When a cell is infected by a prokaryotic virus (phage), the

invader can be detected by some Cas proteins and a sequence of approximately 30–60 bp of its

DNA (the protospacer) is integrated into the chromosomal CRISPR locus (where it is called a

spacer): this is the acquisition step. Then, the CRISPR locus is transcribed and the spacer RNA

is used as a guide to target the invader DNA and, upon matching, to trigger its degradation

(expression and interference steps) [4, 6]. There are six known types of CRISPR-Cas systems,

among which 3 (type I, II and III) have been extensively studied. Their study has shown that

these different types differ in their Cas genes composition, which sometimes results in differ-

ences in their molecular mechanism [5, 7]. One of the key difference between different types

of CRISPR-Cas systems concerns the biochemistry of interference which affects the probability

of phage escape. In all systems, this step relies on Watson-Crick pairing and viruses can escape

a spacer by mutating their targeted protospacer [8–10]. However, there are important differ-

ences in the number of point mutation required to escape a given spacer.

For type I and II CRISPR-Cas systems, a single mutation can be all that is needed to escape

immunity and because phages are fast evolving parasites, the escape from a spacer is usually

fast [8–10]. Interestingly, despite this fast escape from spacers, experimental studies between

type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems and virulent phages show that in some cases, type I/II CRISPR-

Cas system can lead to the rapid extinction of the phage [11] whereas in others cases, the phage

remain in the population on an intermediate time-scale [12, 13]. Recently, it was discovered

that phage extinction results from the ability of type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems to generate a

diversity of spacers across the bacterial population [11, 12]. This diversity of spacers arises dur-

ing the acquisition step: phage genomes contain hundreds or thousands of potential targets of
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the CRISPR-Cas systems—so-called protospacers—and the choice among them is stochastic

(though potential protospacers vary in their probability of being chosen [12, 14]). As a conse-

quence, each acquisition event leads to the acquisition of a different spacer in each prokaryotic

cell, which at the population level, generates a diversity of spacers [10–12, 14, 15]. This diver-

sity acts as an epidemiological shield against the spread of newly evolved escape mutants

because when an escape mutant evolves against a given spacer, all hosts carrying another

spacer still degrade this mutant thereby preventing its spread [16]. Thus, if the spacer diversity

across the population is high enough, phage will be driven to extinction rapidly [11]. The effi-

ciency of type I/II CRISPR-Cas immunity (i.e. its ability to rapidly eradicate the phage popula-

tion) therefore relies on its ability to generate diversity across the bacterial population and it

has been shown both theoretically and experimentally that this generation of diversity derives

from the probability per infection that a cell acquires a random spacer [17, 18].

On the other hand, type III interference complex is much less sensitive to escape through

point mutations and it has been shown that this escape strategy can be considered as negligible

[19, 20]. Because of the lack of type III CRISPR-Cas systems that show natural spacer acquisi-

tion under laboratory conditions, very little is known about their evolutionary dynamics with

virulent phages. Especially, it is unknown how their insensitivity to phage mutation changes

the evolutionary dynamics that has been observed for type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems and if the

probability of spacer acquisition impacts the epidemiological outcome in the same way.

In addition, CRISPR-Cas systems are also prone to autoimmunity i.e. to the acquisition of a

spacer that targets a chromosomal sequence, which triggers its degradation and this is often

thought to be lethal [21–25]. Importantly, the level of autoimmunity of a CRISPR-Cas system

is related to its acquisition rates [26, 27]. Therefore, it is likely that CRISPR-Cas systems face a

similar control challenge as vertebrate adaptive immune systems: too much acquisition

increases autoimmunity, but too little acquisition decreases the efficiency of the immune

response [28]. This control challenge is evidenced by three observations. First, spacer acquisi-

tion is a rare event: one cell in a million for example for the Streptococcus thermophilus most

active type II CRISPR-Cas system (CR1 locus) [29]. Second, scientists can easily generate

CRISPR-Cas systems with higher levels of acquisition but these are not the forms found natu-

rally [17, 26, 27]. Third, even though the study of CRISPR-Cas regulation is in its early stages,

it is already clear that acquisition is tightly regulated [30]. However, how the type of a

CRISPR-Cas system affects its control challenge is still unclear.

Previous theoretical studies have tried to model the evolutionary dynamics of CRISPR-Cas

systems and a virulent phage (e.g. [31–33, 33–35]). Importantly, several of these studies report

that high phage escape rates decrease the efficiency of CRISPR-Cas [31, 32], which suggest that

type III and type I/II may face a different control challenges when defending against a virulent

phage. In addition, other studies focus on long-term coevolution between phages and type I/II

CRISPR-Cas systems (e.g. [15, 34, 35]). They show the importance of viral mutation rates, pop-

ulation-wide spacer diversity and spacer acquisition rate for the emergence of a fluctuating

coevolution. Finally, a previous theoretical study attempted to explore the CRISPR-Cas control

challenge [36] and looked at how the initial conditions of the bacterial population and

CRISPR-Cas autoimmunity impacts the optimal acquisition rate. The study found that auto-

immunity decreases the optimal acquisition rate and that the optimal acquisition rate is gov-

erned by the interactions of the initial size of the bacteria and phages populations. However, in

this work, the authors did not account for the differences in molecular mechanisms between

different types of CRISPR-Cas systems. In addition, they made two strong assumptions: 1) the

infecting phage can not escape a spacer (much like a type III CRISPR-Cas system) and 2) a sin-

gle acquisition event is sufficient to assure bacterial survival. These two assumptions are incon-

sistent with the empirical evidence for type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems [11, 16]. Consequently, it
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remains unclear how type I/II CRISPR-Cas system respond to their control challenge and if

different types of CRISPR-Cas systems show a common dynamics, despite their molecular

differences.

Studying how the types of CRISPR-Cas system and its probability of spacer acquisition

influence the evolutionary dynamics is experimentally challenging as it would require to finely

modify CRISPR-Cas acquisition probability for different types of CRISPR-Cas systems and

phage mutation rates without altering other biological parameters. We therefore chose mathe-

matical modeling to explore how the type of immune systems and the probability of spacer

acquisition changes the epidemiological outcome and the bacterial fitness. Specifically, we

developed a stochastic model of the coupled population dynamics and genetics that simulates

the early dynamics of a virulent phage outbreak in a population carrying naive CRISPR-Cas

immunity. Our model accounts i) for the ability of type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems to generate

spacer diversity by the stochastic acquisition of spacers, ii) the difference in sensitivity of type

I/II and type III CRISPR-Cas system for phage escape through mutation and iii) for phage

clearance resulting from the infection of cells carrying non-escaped spacers. We focus our

work on the initial dynamics of an outbreak, i.e. for a time frame during which bacteria only

acquire one spacer and phage escapes only one spacer. We do this for the following reasons.

First, it has been noticed that some CRISPR-Cas systems drive phage to extinction rapidly and

the reasons for this are unclear. Second, the similarity between type I and type II CRISPR-Cas

sytems only holds for the acquisition of one spacer: indeed, for additional acquisition of spac-

ers, these two types of CRISPR-Cas systems use different mechanisms [37, 38]. Third, keeping

biologically relevant parameters and allowing simultaneously multiple rounds of spacer acqui-

sition is computationally challenging.

We found that in the absence of autoimmunity for type III CRISPR-Cas systems, increasing

CRISPR-Cas acquisition probability is beneficial as it increases the probability of generating at

least one spacer that can target a phage. However, for type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems, the sur-

vival of the phage population is governed by a threshold-like behavior: below a certain proba-

bility of acquisition, the phage always persists, whereas above this critical threshold, it always

goes extinct and the transition between these two behaviors is rather steep. This is due to a

non-linear relationship between CRISPR-Cas probability of spacer acquisition and the diver-

sity of spacers that is generated. We also show that strains with higher acquisition have higher

fitness. In the presence of autoimmunity, epidemiological outcomes are not modified, except

for very high acquisitions that impair bacterial survival. However, when strains with different

probability of acquisition compete during an outbreak, intermediate acquisition probabilities

are selected whereas the lowest probability of acquisition is selected for in absence of phage.

We also show that lowering the propensity for autoimmunity (for example by the presence of

a self/non-self discrimination mechanism) decreases its cost and therefore selects for higher

probability of acquisition. Finally, we show that in a range of biologically relevant parameters,

selection can favour a type III CRISPR-Cas system with a lower probability of spacer acquisi-

tion over a type I/II CRISPR-Cas system with a higher probability of acquisition. We then dis-

cuss the implications of these findings for the evolutionary ecology of CRISPR-Cas and

phages.

Results

To study the relationship between CRISPR-Cas acquisition probability, spacer diversity and

the outcome of phage infection, we developed a stochastic epidemiological model (see Meth-

ods for a full presentation of the model and Fig 1 for a graphic representation). Briefly, the

model assumes that naive CRISPR-Cas bacteria S are infected by virulent wildtype phage PWT.
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Infection of naive CRISPR-Cas bacteria leads to one of three outcomes with different probabil-

ities: 1) the phage kills the bacterial cell and produces PWT progeny, 2) the phage kills the cell

and produces PWT and a randomly-chosen mutated phage Pi, 3) CRISPR-Cas kills the infecting

phage by acquiring a randomly-selected spacer with an acquisition probability per infection α.

In addition, PWT phages can also enter a resistant cell carrying a spacer (cells Ri) and this

results in phage death, without consequences for the cell. In addition to naive CRISPR-Cas

bacteria, escape phages can also infect a cell with a spacer and in this case, the outcome

depends on the identity of the spacer and of the escape mutation. If the mutation escapes this

specific spacer (Pi infecting Ri), the infection kills the cell and produces escape virions, with a

fitness cost in the form of a decreased burst size. If the mutation does not escape the spacer the

cell carries, Pi infecting Rj6¼i, the phage is killed by the CRISPR-Cas system without conse-

quences for the cell. Escape phages can also infect the naive CRISPR-Cas bacteria, S, and this

results in their amplification. By changing the probability of phage mutation, the model either

describes the interactions between a type I/II CRISPR-Cas system (μ = 3.4 � 10−7) or a type III

CRISPR-Cas system (μ = 0). Importantly, when focusing short-term phage survival, neither

the bacteria nor the phage evolve in multiple successive rounds: consequently, our model is

designed to answer the following question: in which conditions is one round of spacers acqui-

sition sufficient to lead the phage to extinction? These processes have been implemented sto-

chastically and we can therefore follow the dynamics of each genotype, including its

appearance and extinction (see Fig 2 for representative simulations).

Fig 1. Important transitions in the model.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010329.g001
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The diversity of spacers protects against phage epidemics

To evaluate the validity of our model, we checked whether it confirmed previously observed

experimental outcomes. First, we tested whether the model showed that initial spacer diversity

protects the bacterial population against phage outbreaks, since it has been shown experimen-

tally that spacer diversity protects the bacterial population by preventing the spread of escape

phages [11]. To do so, we ran 100 simulations with an initial bacterial population composed of

50% naive CRISPR-Cas bacteria and 50% resistant cells with various levels of diversity. For

this simulation the population was infected by 105 WT phages and we looked at the probability

of phage extinction at the end of the simulations. We found (Fig A in S1 Text) that indeed,

increasing the initial diversity of spacers in the host population increases the probability of

phage extinction in agreement with the experimental results obtained by [11].

Higher acquisition probabilities lead to higher diversity of spacers

Second, we wanted to confirm that higher probability of acquisition lead to higher levels of

spacer diversity. Indeed, Heler et al. found that a mutant with a higher CRISPR-Cas acquisi-

tion probability generates more diversity [17]. We ran 100 simulations of an outbreak of an

infection with 105 PWT phages that did not evolve in a naive bacterial population. We looked at

the diversity of the bacterial population at the very beginning of the outbreak (at the time

when sensitive bacteria S would be driven extinct). As expected, we observed that higher acqui-

sition probabilities lead to higher levels of spacers diversity (Fig B in S1 Text, panel A, black

line). Notably, we found that the relation between spacer diversity and CRISPR-Cas acquisi-

tion probabilities is non-linear. Three regimes can be observed: at low acquisition probabili-

ties, the level of spacer diversity increases slowly; at intermediate probabilities, the diversity

Fig 2. Example of time courses the model produces when 6 � 106 S bacteria are infected by 105 WT phages (α = 5.12 � 10−6, μ = 10−6, bWT = 100,

bm = 70, g = 1.3). Panels A, B and C show the results of a single simulation where the phage drives the bacteria to extinction. Panels D, E and F show the

results of a single simulation where the phage is driven to extinction by the CRISPR-Cas system. Panels A and D show the number of bacteria that are

sensitive (black) and resistant (blue). Panels B and E show the number of phages that are WT (black) and escape mutants (purple). Panels C and F show

the strains diversity of the bacterial population through time, each colour representing a strain.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010329.g002
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increases rapidly and at high probabilities, the system reaches the maximal number of potential

spacers and saturates. Therefore, if any increases of spacer diversity are selected for, only

increases in spacer acquisition that result in a transition from very low levels to intermediate

levels of acquisition or an increase in the intermediate range can lead to an increase in bacterial

spacers diversity.

Phage extinction depends on the type of CRISPR-Cas immunity and on the

probability of spacer acquisition

To understand the relationship between CRISPR-Cas probability of acquisition and phage

extinction, we ran 100 simulations for various acquisition probabilities. For each, we calculated

the probability of phage extinction by determining whether at least one of the phage genotype

remained at the end of the simulation. We first looked at the outcomes of outbreaks for out-

breaks where the bacteria use a type III CRISPR-Cas system to defend (μ = 0). We observed

that when the probability of spacer acquisition is low, rises in acquisition increase the probabil-

ity of phage extinction (Fig 3, panel A, black line). When CRISPR-Cas spacer acquisition

reaches a certain value (around 10−6), the probability of phage extinction saturates to 1. There-

fore, up to a certain value, evolving higher probabilities of spacer acquisition enhances the effi-

cacy of type III CRISPR-Cas systems.

However in living systems, phages can also encounter type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems. To see

how various types of CRISPR-Cas defense change the epidemiological outcome, we repeated

the previous analysis for various probabilities of phage evolution. Indeed, the main difference

between type III and type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems, is the possibility for phage to escape spac-

ers by single mutations. As heterogeneity in the escape rates between various spacers targeting

the same phage has been previously reported [39], we simulated outbreaks of phages with vari-

ous escape rates. We found that when phages evolve slowly (μ = 10−8), the situation does not

differ much from the case without evolution (Fig 3, panel A, purple line). However, when spac-

ers escape increases, as it is usually the case with type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems (and μ = 3.4 �

10−7 and μ = 10−6), we observed that the outcome of the outbreak was determined by a thresh-

old-like behavior: below a probability of spacer acquisition around 10−5 − 5 � 10−5, the proba-

bility of phage extinction is equal to zero, whereas above this threshold, phages are always

driven to extinction by CRISPR-Cas immunity (Fig 3, panel A, red line). It is notable that

phage evolution increases the value of the minimal CRISPR-Cas probability of spacer acquisi-

tion that ensures phage extinction and sharpen the transition between low and high probabili-

ties of phage extinction: frequent phage evolution puts a high pressure on the CRISPR-Cas

system.

While we carefully parameterized our model using all available estimates from the experi-

mental literature, some key parameters have, to our knowledge, not been estimated yet. Most

notably, there is no estimate of phage infectivity. To test if different values of infectivity can

change these results, we ran the model with various infectivities. Varying the value of the infec-

tivity affected the results (Fig C in S1 Text): a high infectivity increases the minimal probability

of spacer acquisition required for phage extinction in all simulations and increase the range of

spacer acquisition associated to an intermediate probability of phage extinction.

As in our model, phage mutation results in a progeny containing both WT and escape viri-

ons (see Materials and Methods for details), we wondered if this assumption could alter the

result of Fig 3. To test for this, we simulated outbreaks with phage mutation resulting in a

progeny exclusively composed of escape mutants and we found qualitatively the same results

(Fig D in S1 Text). In addition, in natural systems, the cost of a phage mutation can vary [39]

but it is assumed to be fixed in our model. We wondered how a change in the cost of escape
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would alter the epidemiological outcome. To test for this, we repeated the same analysis

removing or increasing (mutant burst size equals to 10% of the WT burst size) the phage

escape cost. Qualitatively we found the same outcomes except for high phage escape rate

where this prevents the CRISPR-Cas system to ensure phage extinction, even at very high

probability of spacer acquisition (Fig E in S1 Text).

Fig 3. Influence of CRISPR-Cas probability of spacer acquisition on the probability of phage extinction in the absence of autoimmunity. A)

Probability of phage survival when infecting bacteria with different acquisition probabilities. The different colours correspond to different levels of

phage evolution (μ): black, no evolution (Type III CRISPR-Cas systems, μ = 0), purple (μ = 10−8); green (Type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems, μ = 3.4 � 10−7)

and red (μ = 10−6). B) Probability for bacteria with different probability of spacer acquisition to generate at least one single resistant cell that is present

when sensitive cells reach extinction. The different colours correspond to different levels of phage evolution (μ): in black, no evolution (Type III

CRISPR-Cas systems, μ = 0), in purple (μ = 10−8); in green (Type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems, μ = 3.4 � 10−7) and in red (μ = 10−6). The grey line

corresponds to the probability of phage extinction in the absence of phage evolution μ = 0. C) Relationship between CRISPR-Cas acquisition probability

(x-axis), initial spacer diversity (when S reaches extinction) (y-axis) and phage extinction (color) for type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems (μ = 3.4 � 10−7).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010329.g003
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In addition to purging viruses from the host population, immune systems also prevent the

spread of a parasite. To see whether increased CRISPR-Cas probabilities of acquisition

decrease the spread of phages, we looked at the size of phage outbreaks for 100 simulations.

We found that increasing CRISPR-Cas acquisition probability decreased the size of the out-

break (Fig F in S1 Text). Importantly, increasing CRISPR-Cas acquisition when it is too small

to lead the phage to extinction, still resulted in a decrease in the size of the outbreak. As a con-

sequence it seems beneficial for bacteria to evolve higher acquisition, even if these levels do not

increase the probability of phage extinction.

For type III CRISPR-Cas systems, the probability of generating one single

spacer drives the epidemiological outcome

How can we explain the previous results? First, we tried to understand how the increase in

CRISPR-Cas acquisition probability results in a higher probability of phage extinction for bac-

teria defending using a type III CRISPR-Cas systems. We reasoned that if the probability of

acquisition is too low, there may be a non-zero probability that no bacteria acquire a spacer: in

this case the phage would spread in the population until all bacteria have been killed. To check

for this, we looked at the number of simulations in which the proportion of resistant strains is

positive at the beginning of the outbreak i.e. at the time when the sensitive cells go extinct. We

found that indeed increasing the probability of spacer acquisition increased the probability of

generating at least one resistant genotype (Fig 3, panel B). Importantly,we found that when

phages face a type III CRISPR-Cas system (μ = 0), the relationship between the probability of

spacer acquisition and the probability of phage extinction is identical to the one between the

probability of spacer acquisition and the probability of generating at least one single resistant

strain. This means that the probability of generating at least one resistant strain explains the

impact of the probability of spacer acquisition on the probability of phage extinction. This also

supports that one of the fundamental assumption of the model of [36] is valid for type III

CRISPR-Cas systems and therefore suggest that their results may be valid for this specific type

of CRISPR-Cas systems.

For type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems, the probability to generate enough

diversity explains the epidemiological outcome

When phage face a type I/II CRISPR-Cas system (μ = 3.4�10−7), the probability of generating

one spacer does not recapitulate the probability of phage extinction. We wondered how the

epidemiological critical threshold could be explained. We reasoned that spacer diversity is

related to phage extinction and to the probability of spacer acquisition and that it is likely that

phages are driven to extinction when initial spacer diversity is high. Because spacer acquisition

and phage mutation are stochastic processes, each value of spacer acquisition would then be

associated with a probability to generate a certain diversity and each diversity in turn has a cer-

tain probability to drive the phages to extinction. Hence we expected that simulations with low

initial diversity show a low probability of phage extinction. Indeed, when we looked at the ini-

tial spacer diversity depending on the probability of spacer acquisition and at the epidemiolog-

ical outcome, we observed that simulations with low initial spacer diversity tend to result in

phage survival, whereas simulations with high initial spacer diversity tended to result in phage

extinction (Fig 3, panel C). Importantly, we observed a diversity critical threshold: above this

value, the phage is likely to go extinct whereas below this diversity phage extinction is unlikely.
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In the absence of autoimmunity, evolving higher probabilities of spacer

acquisition is always beneficial

So far, we looked at the impact of various probabilities of spacer acquisition on the epidemio-

logical outcome. We wondered what the fitness consequences for the bacteria to evolve higher

acquisition were. To determine this, we simulated competition experiments with two sensitive

strains, that differ only in their probability to acquire a spacer, which were mixed together and

were infected with the phage PWT. At the end of the simulation, we calculated the proportion

of each strain (sensitive + resistant cells) and we deduced the relative fitness. We observed that

it was always beneficial for a strain to evolve higher acquisition probabilities (Fig 4, panel A).

However, this is not what is observed in nature, where the probability of acquiring a spacer is

usually low [29]. In addition, as one can easily generate CRISPR-Cas systems with higher prob-

abilities of spacer acquisition [17, 26, 27], the absence of strains with high acquisition is likely

not the result of evolutionary constraints.

During an outbreak, autoimmunity selects for intermediate probabilities of

spacer acquisition

Natural CRISPR-Cas systems are prone to autoimmunity [21–24], i.e. they can acquire spacers

derived from the prokaryote chromosome. This autoimmunity has been shown to be linked to

their probability of spacer acquisition and to decrease bacterial fitness [17, 27]. To explore the

consequences of this autoimmunity, we added autoimmunity as an additional cause of bacte-

rial death (see Methods for details).

Using this extended model, we looked at the probability of phage extinction for various

probabilities of spacer acquisition. We found that the overall outcome of an outbreak is not

Fig 4. Fitness of a bacterial strain across a range of probabilities of spacer acquisition when in competition with a strain with a probability of

spacer acquisition α = 10−5 in the absence of autoimmunity (A) and in the presence of autoimmunity(B). Colours correspond to the type of

CRISPR-Cas immune systems: in black, type III CRISPR-Cas systems (μ = 0) and in green, type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems (μ = 3.4 � 10−7) All

simulations were run with Propensity = 40. Each point corresponds to one simulation. Only simulations in which bacteria survive the infection have

been plotted.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010329.g004
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modified by autoimmunity, except for very high probabilities of acquisition, at which the bac-

teria are driven to extinction (Fig G in S1 Text). Then we wanted to understand the evolution-

ary consequences of autoimmunity on bacteria: to do so, we simulated the competition

between a WT strain with a probability of spacer acquisition of 10−5 and a mutant strain with

various acquisition probabilities. At the beginning of the simulation, both strains had equal

representation. We observed that in the presence of autoimmunity, intermediate levels of

acquisition are selected for (Fig 4, panel B). To get better insights into the cost of autoimmu-

nity, we ran competitions in the absence of phages (Fig H in S1 Text). We observed that it is

always beneficial to have a lower probability of spacer acquisition, i.e. that autoimmunity

always causes a cost. However, the cost on fitness increases when the probability of spacer

acquisition increases: as a consequence, very high acquisitions are strongly selected against,

whereas low and intermediate levels of acquisitions are slightly deleterious.

CRISPR-Cas propensity for autoimmunity determines the optimal

probability of acquisition during an outbreak

We reasoned that different CRISPR-Cas systems may not have the same propensity for auto-

immunity and consequently the cost of autoimmunity can vary independently of the probabil-

ity of spacer acquisition. To explore the consequences for bacterial fitness of various

propensities, we ran 100 competition simulations for various levels of propensity. To the best

of our knowledge, there is no quantification of this parameter: we therefore decided to simu-

late with a propensity ranging from very low (0.004) to very high (4000). We observed that the

higher the propensity, the lower the optimal spacer acquisition probability during an outbreak

(Fig 5). Interestingly, we observed that high levels of propensity decreases the optimal proba-

bility of spacer acquisition at the minimal value needed to assures phage extinction. We

Fig 5. High levels of propensity selects for lower optimal probability of spacer acquisition. A control strain with a probability of acquisition at 10−5

competes with a strain of interest, with various acquisition probabilities. Both strains defend using a type I/II CRISPR-Cas system (μ = 3.4 � 10−7). For

each propensity (0.004, 0.04, 0.4, 4, 40, 400 and 4000), we took the median fitness of the bacteria and reported as the optimal probability of spacer

acquisition, the probability associated with the highest fitness.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010329.g005
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wondered then if high levels of propensity could impair the efficiency of CRISPR-Cas immu-

nity. To test for this, we ran 100 simulations of the infection of a bacterial population with high

propensity to autoimmunity (Propensity = 4000) and look at phage survival. We found that

high levels of propensity made really high levels of acquisition unsustainable. However, the

effect was not strong enough to prevent phage extinction for intermediate levels of acquisition

if phage escape rate is not too high (Fig I in S1 Text).

Type III CRISPR-Cas systems can outcompete type I/II systems with

higher acquisition probabilities

As we observed a different relationship between the probability of spacer acquisition and the

probability of phage extinction depending on the type of CRISPR-Cas system (Fig 3), we won-

dered if this would result in different competitive ability of the two types of CRISPR-Cas sys-

tems. To test for this, we simulated 100 competitions between two strains of bacteria, one

carrying a type I/II CRISPR-Cas system and one carrying a type III CRISPR-Cas system. For

both strains, we varied the probability of spacer acquisition and we determined the outcome of

each simulation (extinction of the two strains, increase of the strain carrying the type I/II sys-

tem or increase of the strain carrying the type III system). We started by simulating competi-

tions between CRISPR-Cas systems without autoimmunity. In general, we observed that

selection favours the system with the higher probability of acquisition (Fig 6A). However, in a

biologically relevant range of parameters values (around a probability of acquisition around

10−6), we observed that a type III CRISPR-Cas system is selected for, despite a lower probabil-

ity of spacer acquisition.

Fig 6. Competitions between type I/II and type III CRISPR-Cas systems. A population of two strains of susceptible bacteria, one carrying a type I/II

CRISPR-Cas system and one carrying a type III CRISPR-Cas system, is infected by a virulent phage. For each pair of probability of acquisition, we

simulated 100 outbreaks without A) or with B) autoimmunity-induced death (Propensity = 40). We report the most frequent outcome (Extinction of

the two strains, Selection for type I/II or Selection for type III) and provide the number of simulations in which this outcome occurred (see numbers in

figures).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010329.g006
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To understand how autoimmunity changes these results, we added an autoimmunity-

induced death to both CRISPR-Cas systems, as previously described. We observed that auto-

immunity changes the outcome of the simulations (Fig 6B): for both systems, there is an opti-

mal probability of acquisition above which the epidemiological benefit is smaller than the cost

of autoimmunity and this optimal probability of spacer acquisition is independent of the type

of CRISPR-Cas systems. Importantly, we still observed that in a range of biologically relevant

parameters (around a probability of acquisition around 10−6), type III CRISPR-Cas systems

can be selected for despite a lower probability of spacer acquisition.

Discussion

We studied the control challenge faced by two types of the prokaryotic adaptive immune sys-

tem, CRISPR-Cas. We found that the outcome of a phage outbreak was governed by CRISPR-

Cas probability of spacer acquisition: 1) when resistance escape is impossible, as is the case

when phages face type III CRISPR-Cas system, rises in acquisition probability increase the

probability of phage extinction and this is governed by the probability for CRISPR-Cas to gen-

erate at least one single resistant genotype; 2) when the infected phage has a high rate of resis-

tance escape, as is the case when phages face type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems, phage extinction is

controlled by an epidemiological critical threshold: any probability of spacer acquisition below

a certain threshold leads to phage persistence whereas any acquisition probability above it

leads to phage extinction. Importantly, this critical threshold is above the minimal probability

of spacer acquisition that assures phage extinction in the absence of phage evolution. We also

found that in the absence of autoimmunity, evolving higher probability of spacer acquisition is

always beneficial. However, CRISPR-Cas susceptibility for autoimmunity results in the selec-

tion for intermediate acquisition probabilities: indeed, during an outbreak, high levels of

acquisition result in high fitness costs that negate the benefits of CRISPR-Cas. Finally, we

showed that the optimal probability of spacer acquisition depends on the propensity of the sys-

tem for autoimmunity.

In this study, we simulated outbreaks of phages facing two types of CRISPR-Cas immune

systems, type III and type I/II. This is important because different types of CRISPR-Cas

immune systems can have very different biological parameters. For example, even if all types

of CRISPR-Cas rely on Watson-Crick pairing to guide the CRISPR complex, their sensitivity

to phage mutations varies greatly. For type I and type II systems, a single mutation in the pro-

tospacer adjacent motif or in the seed sequence is all that is needed to completely escape the

spacer and this usually happens rapidly [8, 16, 39] whereas the interference mechanism of type

III CRISPR-Cas systems is resilient to phage mutation and phage escape is extremely rare [19,

20]. Our model reveals important differences in the epidemiological outcomes for type I/II

and type III CRISPR-Cas systems. For type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems, the control of phage evo-

lution is mediated by spacer diversity and there is a diversity critical threshold whereas for

type III CRISPR-Cas systems, spacer diversity does not impact phage extinction and the epide-

miological outcome is driven by the probability to generate at least one resistant genotype.

Because the minimal probability of spacer acquisition that ensures to acquire at least one

spacer is lower than the one required to reach the epidemiological critical threshold, this

would suggest that type III CRISPR-Cas systems can evolve lower probability of spacer acquisi-

tion than type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems. Indeed, when we competed type III against type I/II

CRISPR-Cas system, we found that in biologically relevant parameter ranges, a type III

CRISPR-Cas system with a lower probability of acquisition can outcompete a type I/II system.

This result may seem unexpected, as type I CRISPR-Cas systems are much more common in

bacteria and archaea than type III CRISPR-Cas systems [40]. We think that these discrepancies
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between our predictions and the frequency of the various types of CRISPR-Cas systems can

have 4 non-mutually exclusive origins. First, carrying type III CRISPR-Cas systems may be

costlier for the cell than carrying a type I CRISPR-Cas system in the absence of a phage infec-

tion. Second, the frequency of Anti-CRISPR molecules may vary depending on the type of sys-

tems. Third, some features of type I CRISPR-Cas systems, such as priming (the boosted

acquisition of an additional spacer when the cell carries a partially matching spacer [37, 41])

may also favor type I CRISPR-Cas systems over type III systems. Finally, during interference,

type III CRISPR-Cas systems can degrade cell RNAs [42], resulting in a transient growth

arrest. This could increase the cost of type III CRISPR-Cas system during a phage outbreak

and reverse selection towards type I.

Experimental data to support these model predictions are currently lacking. Even if the

importance of spacer diversity for the efficiency of type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems has been doc-

umented both experimentally and theoretically [11, 16, 43], the relationship between phage

extinction probability and the probability of spacer acquisition has, as far as we know, not

been explored. In addition, to the best of our knowledge, there have been no experimental

studies of the coevolution of phages and naive type III CRISPR-Cas system. This is most likely

due to the lack of type III CRISPR-Cas systems showing naive spacer acquisition under labora-

tory conditions and this makes the discovery of naive acquisition by the type III CRISPR sys-

tem of Thermus thermophilus very promising [44].

It is striking that, even if we parametrized our model with S. thermophilus in mind, our

model predicts an epidemiological critical threshold that is around 10−5, ten times higher than

the probability of spacer acquisition of S. thermophilus’ most active CRISPR-Cas system [29].

Importantly, when infected by a virulent phage, S. thermophilus, defending exclusively with its

CRISPR-Cas systems, survives and leads the phage to extinction in the long term [12, 13] but

not in the short term. Our model therefore successfully predicts the epidemiological conse-

quences of such a probability of spacer acquisition. However, our model predicts an optimal

probability of spacer acquisition that is two orders of magnitude above S. thermophilus CR1

natural acquisition probability. If we assume that the probability of spacer acquisition of this

system is as its evolutionary optimum, how can we explain this discrepancy? We think that

three non-mutually exclusive hypotheses may explain this. First, a high propensity for autoim-

munity could select for an optimal probability of spacer acquisition that is low enough to

match biologically relevant values. To the best of our knowledge, there is no estimate of the

propensity for chromosomal spacer acquisition versus virulent phages spacer acquisition and

it is therefore possible that the values we use are smaller by several order of magnitudes than

biological values. Second, the equation modeling the effect of autoimmunity may underesti-

mate its cost. We tried, as best as possible, to model autoimmunity in a way that is biologically

relevant (see Methods for details), but experimental data on the relationship between the prob-

ability of spacer acquisition and autoimmunity are scarce. Third, as we are interested in the

short-term outcome, we are making the assumption that the optimal probability of spacer

acquisition is not influenced by longer-term dynamics. However, CRISPR-Cas systems can

acquire multiple spacers against a single phage and this may be important for the probability

of phage extinction and for the optimal acquisition probability. In addition, many CRISPR-Cas

systems display some form of priming, which boosts the acquisition of a second spacer, either

because the cell already carries a partially matching spacer (type I) or because it already pos-

sesses an efficient spacer (type II) [37, 38, 41]. The impact of these on the relationship between

CRISPR-Cas acquisition, the epidemiological outcome, autoimmunity and prokaryote fitness

remain to be explored and if these mechanisms are important contributors to the efficiency of

the system and of its fitness consequences, it is likely that they change the value of the optimal

probability of acquisition. We believe that these are the most parsimonious hypotheses to
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explain why natural CRISPR-Cas systems have low probability of spacer acquisition while

simultaneously, CRISPR-Cas systems with high probability of spacer acquisition can be easily

engineered. We therefore call for experimental studies that quantify the propensity for autoim-

munity against virulent phages and that study precisely the relationship between the probabil-

ity of spacer acquisition and chromosomal spacer acquisition and for the theoretical study of

the consequences of multiple spacer acquisition (including priming) on the probability of

phage extinction and the optimal probability of spacer acquisition.

We also show that in the absence of phages, evolving higher probabilities of acquisition is

always costly (Fig H in S1 Text), which selects for CRISPR-Cas systems with the lowest acquisi-

tion. As the presence or the absence of phages changes the selection pressure on the optimal

acquisition probability, we expect that the optimal probability of spacer acquisition of

CRISPR-Cas systems to be lower in environments where phage outbreaks are rare than in

environments where they are frequent. One way for CRISPR-Cas systems to respond to this

change in selection is to have their acquisition tightly regulated. Studies of the regulation of

CRISPR-Cas show that CRISPR-Cas expression is finely regulated [30]. Importantly, during

an infection, expression of Cas proteins is increased, which results in higher probability of

spacer acquisition. The basal level of acquisition is also dependent on the ecological conditions.

For example, it was shown that in some bacteria, CRISPR-Cas acquisition is upregulated by

quorum sensing and this has been explained by the higher risk of phage outbreaks when cell

density is high [45–47]. This finding makes sense in the light of our predictions as in the

absence of phage infection, autoimmunity makes the system always costly and therefore

CRISPR-Cas acquisition should be kept at a minimum when the risk of infection is low.

Finally, one should not forget that the observed probability of spacer acquisition may also be

influenced by abiotic ecological conditions: for example, it has been proposed that infections

at lower temperature boosts the probability of spacer acquisition by slowing down the intra-

host phage kinetics and therefore letting more time for the system to react [48]. This calls for

caution when measuring and studying CRISPR-Cas acquisition as the value measured might

be the result of the system itself, its regulation, the infective phage and ecological conditions

and may have limited prediction power if any of this changes.

From a phage perspective, we show that lower probability of spacer acquisition increase

phage survival both when encoutering type III and type I/II CRISPR-Cas systems. Conse-

quently, it is probably beneficial for phages to decrease CRISPR-Cas acquisition. Many phages

carry anti-CRISPR proteins, i.e. small proteins that inhibit some CRISPR-Cas systems [49]

anti-CRISPR proteins inhibiting type I, type II and type III CRISPR-Cas systems have been

described [50]. To the best of our knowledge, most of them inhibit interference [50], a handful

inhibit both acquisition and interference [51] and none inhibit only acquisition: our model

suggests that families of anti-CRISPR that decrease CRISPR-Cas acquisition would be benefi-

cial against these three types of CRISPR-Cas systems.

How can we experimentally assess the validity of our model assumptions and predictions?

Testing the model predictions and assumptions requires a model system for which the

CRISPR-Cas probability of spacer acquisition can be finely tuned. In our view, the most prom-

ising system for such work is the Streptococcus pyogenes type II CRISPR-Cas system, as its

acquisition can be modified by mutations of the Cas9 protein and/or of the long-form

tracrRNA [17, 27]. Therefore, mutants with various probabilities of acquisition can be chal-

lenged by a virulent phage. As our model only looks at the short term dynamics, such infec-

tions should last less than 5 days. At the end of the experiments, phage extinction/survival can

be detected by a stamping assay. Given the stochasticity of the outbreak, such an experiment

would have to be reproduced sufficiently often to allow the precise quantification of the proba-

bility of phage extinction. Such a protocol would assess the existence of the epidemiological
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critical threshold. In addition, it would also be possible to study the relationship between

CRISPR-Cas acquisition, genetic diversity and phage extinction/survival by sequencing the

CRISPR array of randomly chosen replicates. Using sequencing data, the spacer diversity can

be calculated and the relationship between spacer diversity, spacer acquisition and phage

extinction can be assessed. Finally, by knocking-out the nuclease function of Cas9, it is possible

to block interference while simultaneously conserving spacer acquisition [52, 53]. Therefore,

one can experimentally study the relationship between CRISPR-Cas probability of spacer

acquisition and its level of autoimmunity. To do so, mutants with various probabilities of

spacer acquisition can have their interference function knocked-out and be grown in the

absence of phages. After deep-sequencing of their CRISPR-Cas array, the rate of autoimmunity

of each strain can be calculated and variations in autoimmunity levels can be compared to var-

iations in acquisition. As we propose to use a type II CRISPR-Cas system, rapid phage escape

is expected. We think that a similar approach using a type III CRISPR-Cas system can be used

to assess if the molecular differences between these systems result in the difference in epidemi-

ological outcome that we predict.

Finally, our work focuses on the adaptive immunity of bacteria, but bacteria also carry

innate immune systems to defend against phages. One of the most common form of bacterial

innate immunity are restriction-modification systems (RM systems). These systems are usually

composed of two genes: a methylase that methylate dsDNA and a DNase that degrades any

unmethylated dsDNA. Both enzymes target small sequences, called restriction sites, that can

be carried by chromosomal or phage DNA. Because the kinetics of these two enzymes is sto-

chastic, autoimmunity, in the form of stochastic degradation of chromosomal DNA, has been

reported [54]. They are two key differences with CRISPR-Cas systems regarding DNA interfer-

ence. First, phages carry several restriction sites on their genome, whereas a given spacer tar-

gets only one genetic location on the phage genome. So, even if both CRISPR-Cas and RM

systems can be escaped by phage mutation, the complete escape of RM immunity requires the

mutation of all the restriction sites the phage carry [55], whereas escaping a type I/II CRISPR-

Cas systems require only a single mutation [8]. Second, because the efficiency of RM systems

rely on the balance between methylation and restriction, RM systems have a failure rate in the

form of the phage DNA being methylated before its degradation. This results in a methylated

phage progeny, which can infect all cells carrying a similar RM-system. However, because the

phage does not encode the methylase, any infection of a cell not harbouring a similar RM-sys-

tem results in the loss of this methylation pattern and therefore complex dynamics between

RM-system and virulent phages are predicted in bacterial populations carrying a diversity of

RM-systems [56].

Material and methods

Model definition

In our mathematical model, we consider a bacterial population composed of a sensitive strain

S carrying a naive CRISPR-Cas system, i. e. with no pre-existing spacers. Upon infection by

phage PWT, S can acquire a spacer with a probability α and evolve resistance against PWT. We

assume that the phage genome possesses ns protospacers and that the CRISPR-Cas system ran-

domly acquires one of them with equal probability. As a result, the infection of S will lead to

the evolution of a diversified population composed of a subset of resistant strains Ri, all carry-

ing a single different spacer (=resistance) against phage WT. All these strains follow a logistic

growth with a growth rate g and a total carrying capacity K.

However, the infection of S by PWT can also be successful because the CRISPR-Cas system

fails to stop the infection and the phage reproduces on S. A successful infection can either lead
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to the amplification of PWT and produce bWT progeny phages, or result in the escape of the

phage from one spacer. Specifically, each protospacer has a probability μ to mutate and escape

the spacer that targets it. The impact of a mutation on the fraction of the progeny carrying the

mutation depends on the phage mode of replication (linear, binary, intermediate). Some

phages are known to have a mode of replication that is close to binary whereas others have one

close to linear [57] and to the best of our knowledge, the replication mode of the majority of

phages is unknown. Therefore, here, we assume an intermediate state where each phage geno-

type produces half of their respective progeny:
bWT

2
PWT and

bm
2

Pi. Each of the escape phage Pi

can successfully infect the corresponding resistant bacteria Ri in addition to the sensitive strain

S. If they infect another resistant strain Rj, they are degraded by the CRISPR-Cas system with

no consequences for the bacteria. Note that bm < bWT: this results in escape phage mutants Pi

having a lower fitness than PWT, an observation that has been made recently [39]. During

amplification of PWT on S and of Pi on S and Ri, we neglect the loss of the infecting phage.

The interaction between bacterial and phage populations described above can be summa-

rized by the following differential equations:

dS
dt
¼ gsS|{z}

Growth

� gsS
T
K|ffl{zffl}

Death

� ð1 � aÞð1 � nsmÞbSP
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Predation by WT phages

� bS
Xns

j¼1

Pi

|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
Predation by escape phages

� abSP
|ffl{zffl}

Spacer acquisition

� ð1 � aÞnsmbSP
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Mutation of phage

ð1Þ

dRi

dt
¼ grRi|{z}

Growth

� grRi
T
K|fflffl{zfflffl}

Death

þ
a

ns
bSP

|fflffl{zfflffl}
Spacer acquisition

� bPiRi|ffl{zffl}
Predation by escape phages

ð2Þ

dP
dt
¼ bwtð1 � aÞð1 � nsmÞbSP

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Successful infection of S

þ
bwt
2

1 � að ÞnsmbSP
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Production of WT when phage escape

� bP
Xns

j¼1

Rj

|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
Failed infections of R bacteria

� abSP
|ffl{zffl}

Failed infections when S acquires a spacer

ð3Þ

dPi

dt
¼ bmbPiðSþ RiÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Amplification on S and Ri hosts

þ
bm
2
ð1 � aÞmbSP

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Mutation of WT Phage

� bPi

��
Xns

j¼1

Rj

�

� Ri

�

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Failed infections on resistant bacteria

ð4Þ

We implemented the dynamics described by Eqs 1–4 stochastically. A list of all model vari-

ables and parameters and their definition can be found in Table 1. Fig 1 illustrates the different

processes we considered in our model.

We are aware that our model does not take into consideration some complexities of

CRISPR-Cas biology, such as priming [37], acquisition of multiple spacers [4], heterogeneity

in the probability of choosing a spacer [14, 58] or multiple phage mutations. In addition, we

also did not add a natural phage decay: indeed, each cell can only acquire one spacer, an event

that occurs within 24 hours [4, 8, 59]. Consequently, we study outcomes occurring in several

days, a timeframe where natural phage decay can be neglected in laboratory conditions.

Overall, our model is similar to the model developed by [15].
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Mathematical modelling of autoimmunity

To test the impact of autoimmunity on bacterial fitness and CRISPR-Cas immunity, we added

autoimmunity as an additional cause of bacterial death. To the best of our knowledge, the pre-

cise relationship between CRISPR-Cas probability of spacer acquisition and CRISPR-Cas auto-

immunity is unknown. However, we know that an increase in acquisition results in higher

autoimmunity [26, 27]. In addition, there is limited evidence that an increase in spacer acquisi-

tion is proportional to autoimmunity [26]. We therefore modelled the rate of death due to

autoimmunity as being proportional to CRISPR-Cas probability of spacer acquisition and to

the number of bacteria. In addition, the cost of autoimmunity can be modulated by a parame-

ter representing the propensity of CRISPR-Cas for autoimmunity, independently of its acquisi-

tion probability: biologically, this can be understood as the propensity for the bacterial

chromosome to be targeted by CRISPR-Cas, for example because of the density of the bacterial

chromosome in potential protospacers or in sequences inhibiting acquisition (like Chi sites

[26]) or because the bacterial CRISPR-Cas system possesses an efficient self/non-self distinc-

tion mechanism.

The rate of death due to autoimmunity is therefore implemented as the following term that

is subtracted from Eqs 1 and 2:

Autoimmunity ¼ a� Propensity � B; with B being S or Ri

How can we estimate the value of propensity? To the best of our knowledge, two experi-

mental studies have looked at the propensity of CRISPR-Cas systems to acquire spacers from

the chromosome or from a resident plasmid and in one study, propensity is estimated to be in

the range of 0.001/0.01 whereas in the other one, it is close to 1 [26, 52]. However, it is unclear

if these values can be used for phage infection. Indeed, the frequency at which spacers are inte-

grated into the CRISPR locus is also likely to depend on the time the DNA is accessible to the

Cas proteins. As phage infections are acute and as spacers are usually integrated at the begin-

ning of the phage life-cycle, phage DNA is accessible for spacer acquisition during a shorter

period than chromosomal DNA. To deal with this uncertainty, we chose to use various values

for propensity, varying from 0.004 to 4000.

Table 1. Summary of the variables and parameters used in the model.

Variables Biological interpretation

S Population size of sensitive bacteria (no spacer)

Ri Population size of resistant bacteria carrying spacer i

T Sum of all bacterial population sizes

P Population size of WT phage (no escape mutation)

Pi Population size of escape phage (escape mutation in protospacer i)

Parameters Biological interpretation Value

α CRISPR-Cas probability to acquire 1 spacer variable

μ Mutation probability of a protospacer variable

g Bacterial growth rate per hour 0.44/h
K Bacterial carrying capacity 1011

ns Number of phage protospacers 100

β Infectivity rate constant 10−6/h
bWT Burst size of the WT phage (P) 190

bm Burst size of the escape phages (Pi) 179

Propensity CRISPR-Cas propensity to autoimmunity variable

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1010329.t001
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Choice of parameters values

As we compare our predictions with experimental data, we used as much as possible parame-

ters values that have been measured for a given experimental system comminly use for the

study of type II CRISPR-Cas systems: Streptococcus thermophilus DGCC7710 and its virulent

phage 2972.

Several parameters have been experimentally assessed for the S. thermophilus’ system: μ, α
and bWT [29, 39, 60]. We could also extract values for 3 additional parameters bm, g and ns

from experimental data. We determined bm from the escape phage fitness distribution pub-

lished in [39]. Briefly, we assumed that all differences in fitness comes from a change in burst

size and we derived for each escape phage its burst size (burst time = 40 minutes [61]). We

used in our model as bm the average of the burst size of these escape mutants. Concerning g,

we derived it from the supplementary figure 2 of [62] (we did not consider the replicate that is

different from the others and we used OD2 = 0.5, T2 = 6 hours, OD1 = 0.4 and T2 = 5.5 hours

to calculate r ¼
ln OD2

OD1ð Þ
T2� T1

). Finally, ns corresponds to the potential number of protospacers the

phage carries. For type I/II systems, this can be predicted from the PAM sequence of the

CRISPR-Cas system. As the CR1 locus of S. thermophilus DGCC7710 acquires the majority of

spacers against phage 2972 [60], we searched CR1 PAM (AGAA [63]) with SnapGene Viewer

5.3.1 (from Insightful Science; available at snapgene.com) to predict the number of potential

protospacers on phage 2972 full genome (Genbank accession number AY699705.1 [64]) and

found it to be 413. As using 413 as ns may be computationally difficult, we chose to decrease

this parameter to 100. While choosing this value, we made sure that it was high enough to lead

a phage to extinction.

Bacterial spacer diversity

As a quantitative measure of the bacterial spacer diversity, we calculated the Simpson index

from the frequency of each bacterial genotype pi:

2D ¼
1

Pns
i¼1

p2
i

ð5Þ

Fitness calculation

We calculate relative fitness of two competing bacterial strains from their initial and final fre-

quencies, pi and pf using the following formula:

Relative Fitness ¼
pf ð1 � piÞ

pið1 � pf Þ
; which with pi ¼ 0:5 ð6Þ

¼
pf

ð1 � pf Þ
ð7Þ

If both strains are going extinct, relative fitness is set to 0. If the control strain goes extinct (i.e.

pf = 1), the relative fitness is equal to “Inf”.

Model implementation

All simulations and analyses were implemented and conducted in the language for statistical

computing R 3.6.3 [65] and the library tidyverse (1.3.0) [66]. To implement the model (Eqs 1–

4) stochastically, we used the Gillespie algorithm in the package adaptivetau [67].
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Except otherwise stated, all simulations were run with the following initial conditions: S = 6
� 106 and PWT = 105, with all others phage and bacterial strains equal to 0. For competition

simulations, the initial conditions are: S1 = S2 = 3 � 106 and PWT = 105, with all other bacterial

and phage strains equal to 0. Parameters values are provided in Table 1. Simulations were ter-

minated when time reaches 150, a time-frame that is long enough for all non-competition sim-

ulations to have reached either bacterial or phage extinction.

Supporting information

S1 Codes. In this archive, you will find all the codes used for this study.

(ZIP)

S1 Text. In this document, we provide supplementary figures. A list of all captions is pro-

vided here:

A. Impact of initial population-wide spacer diversity on the probability of phage extinction.

The figure shows the probability of phage extinction in 100 simulations. At the beginning

of the simulations, the bacterial population was composed of 6�106 bacteria with an equal

representation of sensitive bacteria (S) and different numbers of resistant bacterial geno-

types. These populations are infected by 105 PWT phages, with phage evolution set to μ =

3.4�10−7 and the probability of spacer acquisition set to α = 0.

B. Influence of CRISPR-Cas probability of spacer acquisition on the mean diversity of newly

generated spacers at the beginning (when S goes extinct, panel A) or at the end (panel B) of

the outbreak. For simulations resulting in bacterial extinction at the relevant time, we set

diversity to 0. We provide the proportion of bacterial extinction at the beginning (panel C)

and at the end (panel D) of the simulations.The black curve represents the initial diversity

of spacers (when S goes extinct) where phage cannot evolve (μ = 0) and the purple, green

and red curves when phages can evolve (μ = 10−8, μ = 3.4�10−7, μ = 10−6 respectively). On

Panel B, the grey line represents the initial diversity. Error bars correspond to 95% confi-

dence intervals and are barely visible due to limited variation.

C. Influence of phage infectivity on the epidemiological outcome in the absence of autoimmu-

nity.Probability of phage survival when infecting bacteria with various probabilities of

spacer acquisition. The different colors correspond to different levels of phage evolution

(μ): in black, no evolution type III CRISPR-Cas system (μ = 0), in purple μ = 10−8; in green

type I/II CRISPR-Cas system μ = 3.4�10−7 and in red μ = 10−6. The different panels repre-

sent various phage infectivity: A) β = 10−2, B) β = 10−3, C) β = 10−4, D) β = 10−5, E) β =

10−6, F) β = 10−7, G) β = 10−8.

D. Probability of survival, for a phage infecting bacteria with various probabilities of spacer

acquisition when phage mutation results in a progeny exclusively composed of escape

mutants.The different colours corresponds to different levels of phage evolution (μ): black,

type III CRISPR-Cas system (μ = 0), purple μ = 10−8; type I/II CRISPR-Cas system (μ =

3.4�10−7) and red μ = 10−6.

E. Influence of the cost of escaping CRISPR-Cas on the probability of phage extinction in the

absence of autoimmunity.Probability of phage survival when infecting bacteria with various

probabilities of spacer acquisition. The different colours corresponds to different levels of

phage evolution (μ): black, type III CRISPR-Cas system (μ = 0), purple μ = 10−8; green type

I/II CRISPR-Cas system (μ = 3.4�10−7) and red μ = 10−6. A) No cost, B) High fitness cost

(burst size of mutants equals to 10% of phage WT burst size.)
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F. Influence of CRISPR-Cas probability of spacer acquisition on the size of a phage outbreak

infecting bacteria using CRISPR-Cas immunity.The colors represent phage evolution:

black, type III CRISPR-Cas system (μ = 0); purple, green and red μ = 10−8, type I/II

CRISPR-Cas μ = 3.4�10−7, μ = 10−6 respectively. Error bars corresponds to 95% confidence

intervals.

G. Influence of CRISPR-Cas probability of spacer acquisition on the probability of phage

extinction in the presence of autoimmunity.The different colors corresponds to different

levels of phage evolution (μ): in black, no evolution, type III CRISPR-Cas system (μ = 0), in

purple μ = 10−8; in green, type I/II CRISPR-Cas system μ = 3.4�10−7 and in red μ = 10−6.

H. Fitness of a bacteria with various probability of spacer acquisition competing against a

strain with a probability of spacer acquisition α = 10−5 in the absence of phages.Each com-

petition has been simulated 100 times and for each of them, the relative fitness has been

plotted.

I. Influence of CRISPR-Cas probability of spacer acquisition on the probability of phage

extinction with high propensity for autoimmunity (4000).Probability of phage survival

when infecting bacteria with various probabilities of spacer acquisition. The different colors

corresponds to different levels of phage evolution (μ): in black, type III CRISPR-Cas system

(μ = 0), in purple μ = 10−8; in green type I/II CRISPR-Cas system μ = 3.4�10−7 and in red

μ = 10−6.

(PDF)
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